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“It is by virtue of the twelve channels that human life exists, that disease arises, that human beings can be 
treated and illness cured. The twelve channels are where beginners start and masters end. To beginners, it 
seems easy; the masters know how difficult it is.” 1 

 

Chapter one 
	
	

Feeling Channel Qi  
You can be a brilliant doctor of Chinese medicine. You’ll need more than the 

starter tools you learned in school. The single most important addition you can make to 
your college knowledge is learning to detect errors in the flow of a person’s channel Qi. 
You can make stunningly exact diagnoses and treatment plans based on finding those 
errors and knowing how to fix them.  

This book teaches you how to feel channel Qi: feel the currents of electricity that 
run just under a person’s skin. You’ll learn how to make a medical diagnosis from that 
information, and how to plan an elegant, efficient, lasting treatment, all based on the flow, 
or lack of, in those currents. 2 

The most accurate way to form a Chinese medical diagnosis is to directly feel how 
the largest of these currents are behaving. You can feel these currents with your hand.  

You might imagine that learning to feel with your bare hand something of such 
subtlety is impossible. It’s not. Most people can quickly learn to feel these currents. 
Students can prove to themselves the objectivity of the sensations with blind-tests on 
patients, tests in which other students, working independently, feel the exact same things.  

I teach this subject at Five Branches, the acupuncture college in Santa Cruz, 
California. Most students are doubtful, in the first weeks of class, that they will be able to 
master this skill. Most students pick up this skill by the end of the semester, in spite of their 
early-on doubts. Be of strong heart. You can do this, too.  

Originally, this book was written as a class text for students of Chinese medicine 
who had already completed at least one year of study. Knowledge of the channel locations 
(referred to as basic channel theory as opposed to advanced), acupoint locations, and basic 
terminology, including at least one school of Pattern theory (one system of diagnostic 
approach), was assumed.  

                                                        
1 The Spiritual Pivot [Nei Jing], Ling Shu chapter 11-5; translation taken from A Manual of 

Acupuncture; Peter Deadman and Mazin Al-Khafaji; 2007; p. 11.  
The “twelve channels” is a reference to the twelve, large, easily feel-able Primary channels. 

Maps of these twelve channels are included at the back of this book. 
 
2 The discussion of why I refer to these currents as electricity, as well as why mechanical 

devices can detect acupoints (points of low electrical resistance just under the skin) but cannot follow 
the direction of flow in a given channel is held in chapter seven: “Theory, and Dragons, and so much 
more.”  
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Since then, some beginning students and even readers with no background in 
Chinese medicine have expressed gratitude for the explanations and demystifications in 
this book – but they have requested the inclusion of some basic, starter information.  

With this edition, sporting three new appendices and several new chapters on the 
basics of Chinese medical theory, any beginner can get up and running: feeling channel 
Qi by hand; using the findings to determine Pag323 

tterns (make diagnoses); and figuring out how to correct any electrical 
irregularities or “glitches” that present in the patient.  

Whether a practitioner of Chinese medicine is using acupuncture needles, moxa 
(smoking sage), herbal teas, Tui Na (hands-on therapy), Feng Shui, or Medical Qi Gong to 
treat the Pattern, and whether the Pattern is described in terms of Hot and Cold, Yin and 
Yang, some Element Attacking some other Element, or a problem at some Level, the 
underlying goal is always the same: restoration of optimal flow patterns to the sub-dermal 
electrical currents in the fascia, currents also known as channel Qi. 

Looking ahead, the four chapters in this book that have the word Feeling in the 
chapter title, as does this one, have exercises on learning how to feel these currents, plus 
other pertinent information. Other chapters address subjects such as what channel Qi is, 
how the mind influences the flow of channel Qi and vice versa, how the channels are 
supposed to alter their flow in various circumstances, what constitutes aberrant channel Qi, 
and making treatment plans to rectify the channel Qi aberrations that you find. Illustrative 
case studies are scattered throughout.  

Feeling electromagnetic fields 
Even before you start feeling channel Qi, you can do the following exercise in 

feeling electromagnetic fields. The meaning of the word “fields” will be discussed in 
chapter seven.  

Move the palms of your hands back and forth against each other, with the very 
center of the palms of your hands rubbing gently across each other. Of course, the 
concave centers of the palms probably won’t actually be able to make comfortable, 
complete contact, and that’s OK. The main idea is to be moving the hands back and forth 
so that the vicinity of the centers of the palms is passing by each other.  

After about thirty seconds or less, as your palms start to feel warm, hold your 
palms facing each other, half an inch apart, just for a moment. Then, pull your hands 
apart about two inches or so. Bring them back together so that they are close again, but 
not touching – a fraction of an inch apart. Pull them apart. Push them together. Repeat 
this about ten times. Soon, you will feel that there is something in-between your hands, a 
compressible, invisible “something” resisting the coming together of your hands. 

 Continue to bring your hands close and then apart, and focus on the feeling of 
something being compressed between your hands. Pull your hands a little farther apart 
each time, and that “something” between your hands might get larger and larger.  

Your use of and mental focus on your palms causes an increase in the amount of 
current flowing through acupoint P-8, at the center of your palms. The increase in current 
leads to a corresponding increase in the magnetic fields of your palms. The left- and right-
hand fields are matching – both currents are flowing in the same direction (towards the 
fingers). Because both palms are producing the same direction of electromagnetic field, 
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you can feel the power of the field when you try to push your hands together. It feels like 
pushing two of the same type magnet ends (either north or south) against each other.  

Although you cannot see this force, you can feel it: you can feel the faint 
electromagnetic forces produced by the body.   

Feeling channel Qi with your hand  
When practicing feeling channel Qi, you must do the exact opposite of the two-

palms experiment in the section above. When feeling a patient’s channel Qi, you want to 
turn off the power pouring out from your palm and notice the sensations given off by your 
patient’s electromagnetic field. As you do the following exercises, allow your palm to be as 
passive as possible. Your focus will be on the sensations being given off by the patient, not 
on your own energy flowing out from your hand. 

Also, if you send a lot of energy into your palm while diagnosing a patient’s 
channel Qi, you will necessarily exert a magnetic influence over your patient’s channel Qi, 
altering it. You will not be able to feel what your patient’s channel Qi was doing prior to 
your interference.  

Feeling channel Qi is easy, but for most people, some practice is usually required.  
You will want to practice feeling the channel Qi of a friend or a fellow student. It 

can be extremely difficult to detect the flow of channel Qi in one’s own body without 
simultaneously altering the flow, so please work on someone else. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.1 The bulls-eye shows the location of P-8, pronounced “P-eight” or “Pericardium eight.” 

 
 
Your palm should be held about one inch or less above your practice partner’s 

skin. Your hand should not touch his skin. The friend might remain fully clothed: clothing 
does not interfere with the perceptions of channel Qi. The energy emitted by channel Qi 
passes through clothing in the same way that radio waves pass through the wall of a house.  

Good channel locations on which to begin your practice are the lower leg portions 
of the Stomach channels, the arm portions of the Large Intestine channels, and the torso 
portion of the Ren channel. These sections of channel Qi don’t crisscross with other 
channels, and your friend can be comfortably lying supine.  
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 In the drawing below, the patient is lying down on a treatment table (or in 
England, lying on a “couch”). The center of the practitioner’s palm, acupoint P-8, is 

centered above the Ren channel. The 
hand is held half-an-inch to an inch 
above the skin (or clothing, if any.)  
 
 
In Fig. 1.2 you can see a shadow under the hand 
illustrating that there is a perceptible space between 
the hand and the skin of the practice partner. 

The practitioner’s hand is about half an 
inch above the patient’s skin. 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 1.2   Hand over the Ren channel.  
 

Step one: noticing the two directional sensations of channel Qi 
Before you start, ask your practice partner or patient, “May I please feel your 

channel Qi?” 
I always ask permission before I start feeling a person’s channel Qi. It’s just polite. 
 
Start out on the lower part of the leg, on the 

Stomach channel. We’ll start here because the channel Qi 
flows strongly here – in most people – and the lower leg is 
easy to access while your practice partner is lying down. 
Either clothed or unclothed legs are OK. 

Start by placing your P-8, the center of the palm of 
your hand, over your practice partner’s St-36.3  

 
 

The arrow shows the correct direction of the Stomach channel’s Qi flow. To 
see more of the Stomach channel, please see the maps of the channels, in the 
Appendix VI at the back of the book, p. 301. 
 
 
 
 

          Fig. 1.3 The location of St-36, pronounced “Stomach 36.”                                                       

                                                        
3 The drawing on this page gives a general idea for locating acupoint St-36.  A person with 

no background in acupuncture point location may wish to go online to learn the exact locations of 
specific acupoints: simply search for St-36 or Stomach 36. All acupoints mentioned in this book can 
also be found on the channel maps at the back of the book. An excellent but expensive book on the 
subject, with beautiful, detailed descriptions of acupoint locations, is Peter Deadman’s A Manual of 
Acupuncture, Eastland Press, Seattle.  
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Let your palm float over St-36 for a few moments. Don’t do anything with the 
energy in your hand. Be as receptive as possible with the energy in your hand. Thinking that 
you are being passive with your own energy as opposed to being active might be helpful. 

It might even be good to think of your hand as a vacuum cleaner, pulling energy 
up into your hand, maybe even pulling the warmth of your own hand up into your 
forearm. Your goal is that the practice partner can’t tell that your hand is there.  

Your palm should be imperceptible to the practice partner. Actually, your partner 
is able to feel your hand because it gives off heat. Even so, if you imagine that the goal is to 
be imperceptible, it might prevent you from sending extra energy out through your hand.  

Notice whether or not your hand notices any sense of a faint tingle, or even a faint 
movement, as if the idea of a gentle trickle of electrically charged air is moving against the 
palm of your hand. 

If this is your first attempt at feeling channel Qi, you will probably feel nothing at 
all. That’s fine. Your sensory functions are actually registering something, but your brain 
has not yet learned to acknowledge the sensation as anything significant. 

Next, let your hand move slowly down the Stomach channel, towards the ankle: 
moving downstream from St-36. Remove your hand from the area for ten seconds or so to 
allow the patient’s channel Qi to correct itself in case you have somehow altered it.  

Keep your arm relaxed as you let the palm of your hand float from St-36 down 
towards the foot, downward along the path of the channel. Keep the palm of your hand 
about half an inch to an inch or so away from the skin, hovering in the air, as you pass the 
center of your palm over the path of the channel. 

Don’t rush, and don’t spend too much time. Only take two to five seconds, no 
more, going from the knee to the ankle. Remove your hand from the area and pause for a 
few seconds before going back the other way. Maybe even give your hand a gentle shake.  

Next, putting the palm of your hand about an inch or less above the surface of the 
skin, bring the hand back up the Stomach channel at the same speed, moving upstream 
until you come to St-36 again. Remove your hand and wait for at least ten seconds.  

“Upstream” always means closer to the beginning of the channel from a given spot: 
going against the flow of the current. In the above case, traveling upstream on the Stomach 
channel means moving your hand from the foot and going towards the head – the 
opposite direction of the flow of the Stomach channel.   

“Downstream” from a given point means moving towards the end of the channel: 
going with the flow of the current.  

The words upstream and downstream do not have anything to do with the head 
or feet, or “up” or “down.” They are words that indicate whether you are going closer to 
the origin of a current: traveling against the flow, or moving closer to the end of the 
current: traveling with the flow.  

Those of you who grew up along rivers might be surprised that I am being so 
redundant about this concept. However, I have met many, many people with no history of 
using the words downstream and upstream, and they struggle at first when applying it to 
channels. But these words will prove very helpful, so please forgive my repetitions.    

While moving your hand along the Stomach channel, you might not have noticed 
anything that you can refer to as “channel Qi.” However, you might have noticed that 
your palm felt a difference between moving downstream and moving upstream.   
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If you did not feel anything different between how your palm felt when moving 
downstream as compared to upstream, repeat the above exercise twenty or thirty times.  

If, after doing this twenty or thirty more times, you still do not feel any difference 
in the sensation visited against your hand while moving your hand slowly upstream and 
downstream, an inch or less above the skin, you were possibly making the most common 
mistake: you were trying to push some internal force of your own onto the patient.  

You cannot hope to feel the patient’s channel Qi if you are trying to force your 
own thoughts, energy, or will onto the patient.  

Then again, if you can’t feel any difference between moving your hand with the 
flow of the channel as compared to against the flow of the channel, there’s always the 
possibility that your practice partner has an aberration in the flow of his channel Qi or 
even is lacking in close-to-the-surface channel Qi in the area where you are working. Try 
the opposite leg or one of the arms (Large Intestine channel from the wrist to the elbow). 

Ideally, you will be able to practice on several people.  
 

Choosing a practice partner 
If the practice partner has had any surgeries, severe injuries, or psychological 

issues that relate to the above-mentioned channels, either choose some different channels 
to practice on or choose a different practice partner. For example, a friend with a C-
section scar might have moderately-to-severely reduced channel Qi flow in her entire Ren 
channel. It might be easier to work on her Large Intestine channel instead – unless she 
also has a history of dislocated shoulder or broken arm.4 

 
Feeling the air 

Now that you’ve found a suitable practice partner and you’ve run your hand back 
and forth along the channel quite a few times, if you still can’t feel anything different 
between moving your hand one direction along a channel’s path compared to moving it 
the other direction, try this: hold your hand up in the air. Notice if you can detect, on your 
hand, the faint movement, if any, of the air in the room. The point of this exercise is to 
help you learn to be more receptive as opposed to inadvertently pushing energy outward 
with your palm, pushing on your practice partner’s channel Qi.  

While attempting to detect air movement with your hand, you are unlikely to push 
your hand’s energy at the air. Instead, you hopefully try to notice the air around you by 
waiting quietly to register any faint rustling that passes over the palm of your hand.  

                                                        
4 Regarding who not to use as a practice partner when you are just starting out, the 

channel Qi of some patients who are taking high levels of anti-depressant, anti-anxiety, or anti-
parkinson’s medications may give off a weird, writhing, static sensation, instead of a somewhat 
straight line. Students have sometimes described this jumbled signal as being like snakes or like bugs 
crawling around just under the skin. It will be better if you do not use as a practice partner a person 
using dopamine- or seratonin-enhancing medications, which includes most of the anti-depression 
and anti-anxiety drugs.  

Also, people who are recently post-concussion, dealing with recent severe physical or 
emotional shock or who have Parkinson’s are not good candidates for beginners: their channel Qi 
will probably not flow in parasympathetic mode: in the Primary paths.  
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This is the same type of perception used for feeling Qi: you let the outgoing energy 
in your hand turn off or become passive, while you heighten your receptivity to any energy 
coming from outside of yourself.  

Now try blowing gently across the palm of your hand: let a faint stream of breath 
pass over the side of your palm, crossing from your thumb over to the little finger. Notice 
the sensation. Imagine if you can that the sensation resonates in your chest, rather than 
registering in your mind. 

A student who can feel channel Qi right from the start need not spend time 
blowing on his hand. The experiments with feeling air do not demonstrate what channel 
Qi feels like. The experiments with feeling air are only presented as tools for learning 
passivity. This can be helpful for students who are accustomed to feeling the world around 
them by touching it or pushing on it. 

 
Pushing on a patient’s channel Qi 

In my years of teaching, I’ve noticed that some students with a strong background 
in physical therapy or massage therapy have a very difficult time feeling channel Qi, in the 
beginning. When I let them practice on me (while I mentally amp up the applicable 
sections of my channel Qi as much as possible, to make them highly feel-able), I sometimes 
notice an ugly sensation being perpetrated against my own channels by these students.  

The genuine irritation to my own channels sometimes causes me to snap at them, 
“Stop that!”  

Oddly enough, in this situation, a few students have been more proud of their 
ability to have done something energetic than they have felt chastened by having done 
something rude: pushing on another person’s channel Qi.  

I suspect that some students with training in massage are so accustomed to 
pushing on patients instead of letting their hands passively absorb signals from the patient 
that they can’t help themselves: they force their own energy onto patients instead of 
observing the patients’ channel Qi.  

In a similar vein, those of my students who have been taught, incorrectly, that 
medical Qi Gong consists of tampering with a patient’s channel Qi flow – as opposed to 
teaching the patient how to perform the Qi 
Gong exercises that might heal or restore 
the patient’s own channel Qi – often have 
a very hard time feeling and respecting the 
patient’s channel Qi flow. Instead, some of 
these students seem determined to influence 
the patient’s channel Qi, rather than 
observe it. 

 
The patient’s black pants are rolled up to her mid-knee, 
viewable in the upper left-hand corner of the photo.  
 
 

Fig. 1.4  The practitioner’s P-8 is being held over patient’s left-side St-36, just below the knee.  
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If your past training lies in this direction, or if you learn from the world by 
pressing on it instead of letting it come to you, try to back off. Practice a mental game of 
trying to make your hand’s presence imperceptible to your practice partner. The goal is that 
you can feel his presence, but he can’t feel yours, or only feels the warmth of your hand.  

If your practice partner says, “I can feel you doing something to my leg,” then stop 
doing it. Learn to observe, not push. Let yourself pretend your presence is undetectable. 
Again, you are not trying to push on the patient’s channel Qi or in any way influence its 
behavior. You are detecting, not altering.  

You might want to playfully imagine your hand is a stealth airplane that is 
floating, undetected, above the current of channel Qi, while you gather your data. Any 
sort of imagery will do so long as it allows you to play at being imperceptible to the 
practice partner while your hand tracks the sensation of moving channel Qi. If the idea of 
stealth is offensive to you, then find some other imagery that works for you.  

 
On drugs or in shock 

When teaching classes for the general public in learning to feel channel Qi, I have 
noticed that some people who are taking antidepressant medications have had difficulty in 
feeling channel Qi. I have no idea if there is a relationship between the medication and the 
inability to feel channel Qi. I only mention the observation. For the most part, my general-
public students, very often people with no experience in medicine, let alone acupuncture 
or massage, have had no problems starting to feel channel Qi during a one-day class. 

In my many years of teaching at the local acupuncture college I have had only 
three students who, even after weeks, were unable to feel channel Qi. When I examined 
their channels, I found they all had channels behaving as if they were in shock (using pause 
mode: see chapter fourteen). However, other students whose channels were stuck in pause 
mode have been able to learn to feel channel Qi.  
 
Using the fingertips 

A common mistake that I see frequently is students using their fingertips instead of 
the palms of their hands, in spite of my suggestion that they start with the palm.  

They are often adamant that they can feel more this way. When they finally agree 
to try feeling with their palms, they are surprised to notice that the palm works better.  

When a person feels the grain of a piece of wood or the texture of a fabric, his 
fingertips are the best feelers.  

But for detecting electromagnetic signals, fingertips are not the best tools. The 
centers of the palms of your hands connect directly to your pericardium, the connective 
tissue around your heart.  

The connective tissue around your heart is the site of your most highly tuned 
receiver/transmitter capabilities for electromagnetic signals. Your palms and pericardium, 
not your fingers and brain, are your best receptors for the type of information you are 
trying to register when you track someone’s channel Qi.  

Eventually, you might be able to learn to assess a patient’s channel Qi by simply 
noting the resonant changes in your own channel Qi that might occur in your own 
pericardium or in any part of your body when you are sitting or standing close to the 
patient. Once you get good at it, a patient’s channel Qi can sometimes be felt from across 
the room, the moment the patient enters the treatment room.  
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However, please remember that secretly assessing a person’s channel Qi is a 
transgression of professional standards. It is just as foul to secretly spy on someone else’s 
channel Qi flow as it is, for example, to read other people’s personal mail that has been left 
lying about. 

Getting back to your palms, I highly recommend beginners use the palm of the 
hand, held above the surface of the skin, at a distance that ranges from a quarter of an 
inch to two inches.  

Most students can start feeling the difference between downstream and upstream 
along a channel within about fifteen minutes.  
 
Describing the feeling of channel Qi 

A common beginner’s question is, “What, exactly, am I trying to feel?”  
My students have described in many ways the sensation that feels different when 

going upstream (against the flow of channel Qi), as compared with going downstream (with 
the flow).  

Some of my favorites are as follows: 
“When I go upstream, it’s like rubbing velvet against the nap; downstream feels like 

rubbing velvet with the nap.”  
And from another student: “When I go upstream, it’s like rubbing velvet with the 

nap; downstream feels like against the nap.” (Note: this is the opposite of the first 
observation.) 

“Downstream feels cool; upstream feels warm.” 
And the opposite from another student: “Downstream feels warm; upstream feels 

cool.” 
“Upstream feels more prickly; downstream is smoother.” 
And of course, “Downstream feels more prickly; upstream is smoother.”  
“Upstream feels weirder than downstream.” 
“Downstream feels weirder than upstream.”  
And so on. You get the idea: when attempting to describe, in words, the new, 

purely sensory experience of another’s person’s channel Qi, metaphors differ, opposites 
abound.  

When a person striving to describe something inexplicable describes it by 
comparing it to something else, the words don’t necessarily help you share the person’s 
experience.  

Sensations cannot be described in words – they can only be compared to other 
sensations. For example, one cannot describe the taste of an orange to a person who has 
never eaten an orange so that the listener can say, “Oh. Now I know what an orange tastes 
like.” For that matter, one person might say “Oranges are sweet” and the next person 
might say, “Oranges are sour.” Opposite descriptions, and both somewhat correct. 

Despite the best descriptive efforts, the listener will still have no idea whatsoever of 
what an orange tastes like. 

Each student must experience for him/herself what channel Qi feels like. But in 
the end, it doesn’t really matter what it feels like.  

All that really matters is that you learn to focus on the something that feels different 
to you depending on which way your hand moves. However you describe it is fine – just so 
long as you can eventually tell a difference between upstream and downstream. 
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 In class, very often, after about ten to fifteen minutes (or maybe a few hours or a 
week of daily practice), a student who is slowly moving a hand back and forth over the 
channel and struggling to notice the difference between the upstream and downstream 
sensation might blurt out something like, “I think I could feel this before, but I didn’t know 
that it was something with a name!”  

Just as often, a student has the opposite response: “I think I’m feeling something, I 
think, but I’m not sure it’s channel Qi; I’m afraid I might just be imagining that I’m feeling 
something.”  

 
Building confidence 

To help those students who are doubtful of their ability to feel channel Qi, I 
sometimes have students feel the channel Qi of a patient during clinical rounds at the 
school’s clinic. In clinical rounds, the licensed instructor treats the patient while up to five 
first-year students observe at close range. In clinical rounds, we can ask the students to 
participate in a minimal manner: feeling the pulse and/or observing the tongue. 

If, during rounds, I silently notice that a patient’s channel Qi has an obvious 
blockage, I might make use of the situation in order to help students gain confidence in 
their channel-Qi detection skills. I don’t tell the students that one of the channels is awry. I 
ask and receive permission from the patient for students to feel channel Qi. Then I name 
two channels, and ask the students to quickly run their hands downstream, over the 
correct paths of those two channels, just for practice. I also request that, if they notice 
anything curious in the channels, they silently make of note of it in their charts. 

I might even casually remind the students, “As always, maintain a professional, 
reassuring expression on your face, and don’t linger too long while observing tongue, 
pulse, and channel Qi.”  

My real motivation in asking them to keep a poker face is that I don’t wish them 
to reveal anything about the patient’s channel Qi to their fellow students. As I remind the 
students to make a quick note on their clipboard about the condition of the channel Qi 
flow, the patient has no idea that I am requesting anything out of the ordinary. 

I might remind the students to use utterly passive hands: observing, not pushing. 
Otherwise, an unthinking student might exert force on the patient’s channel Qi, altering it. 
Once he’s done this, several seconds might be required for the patient’s channel Qi to 
revert back to its original behavior. Subsequent students might feel the effects of the pushy 
student instead of feeling the patient’s true situation. 

After I’ve inserted needles or other appropriate treatment for the patient, the 
students and I leave the needled patient on the treatment table and re-congregate in the 
discussion room. I ask the students to take turns going around the table, telling their 
classmates what they thought of the channel Qi, based on their clipboard notes.  

And then, students discover an unexpected and highly comforting uniformity of 
their observations. They are usually amazed that they all felt the exact same “something 
curious” or “something wrong” at the exact same place. Even the students who, days 
earlier, had meekly protested, “I’m not sure; I don’t think I will ever feel channel Qi; I 
don’t know what I’m doing,” have to admit – they felt “something is different” or “wrong” 
at the exact same location as their fellow students also felt that something is different or 
wrong.  
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Sometimes I have to repeat this group experiment two or three times before the 
more self-doubting students are willing to admit that they are indeed feeling channel Qi – 
or at least feeling the same thing that everyone else is.  

These students haven’t even been “following” the flow of Qi, a skill described later 
in this chapter. They were just moving their hands down what they know to be the official 
path of the channel, trying to notice if they could feel anything. And despite their doubts, 
they all felt the same thing on a patient about whom they knew very little, and could all 
identify one specific area on that patient as “odd” or even “wrong.”  

While some solo students learning this skill might never get the opportunity to 
experience the uniformity of a group response, the very fact of this easily obtained 
uniformity in self-doubting students should serve to encourage every student to trust what 
he feels, even if he doesn’t have the benefit of learning in a group setting. 

If you doubt your Qi-feeling ability, practice, practice, practice. For some people, 
as much as thirty minutes of practice is necessary before you start to notice that your 
moving hand feels different when you’re moving along the channel one direction as 
compared to the opposite direction. For a few students, a few hours, or even days or weeks 
might be needed.  

Please don’t be discouraged if you don’t feel any difference in the first few hours.  
As an example, some people require a longer time than others to master tuning 

their violin by ear but, eventually, students who keep working at it do master it. The same 
holds true with tuning in to the sensations given off by channel Qi.  

Having said that, I also suggest that if after ten or fifteen minutes you truly feel no 
difference at P-8 when moving your hand one direction along a channel and then the 
opposite direction, try feeling channel Qi on a different body part or on another person.  

Or maybe just sleep on it. Sometimes we need a little sleep to process new 
sensations. The next day, try again. Practice a little every day, and very soon, assuming 
you are not neurologically in shock or taking mind-altering drugs, you will be able to notice 
that a different sensation registers on your palm when you are going with the flow than 
when you are going against the flow – so long as you are working on a person with healthy 
channel Qi flow.  

Step two: associating the two different sensations with channel direction 
Once you can notice the slightest difference when you move your palm over some 

channel, first in one direction and then in the other direction, learn to associate those 
feelings with what you already know about the correct direction of channel Qi flow. 5  

For example, by glancing at the channel map, you know that the direction of the 
Large Intestine channel flow goes from the wrist to the shoulder. Therefore, the way that 
the channel Qi feels to you when you move your hand slowly over the path of the Large 
Intestine channel from the wrist to the shoulder is the feeling of going with the flow. No 

                                                        
5 If you are not familiar with the directions in which the channels are supposed to flow, 

look for the arrows on the channel maps at the back of this book. Or you can use any basic 
acupuncture text or website that shows the location of the numbered acupoints. In most cases, the 
numbering sequence of the points indicates the direction of the channel Qi flow, although errors 
abound. Despite some numbering errors, described in a later chapter, the overall direction of the 
channel Qi flow goes from the smaller-number acupoint towards the larger-number acupoint. 
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matter what words you might use to describe the actual sensation, the wrist to shoulder 
direction is going with the flow.  We are assuming, of course, that your practice partner is 
healthy and has no history of significant injuries along the path of this channel.  

Oppositely, the way that the channel Qi feels in the Large Intestine channel when 
you run your hand in the opposite direction, from the shoulder to the fingers, is how 
channel Qi feels when you are going against the flow.  

“With” the flow on a given channel will feel the same in all your patients, as will 
“against the flow.” If you can teach yourself to identify a sensation as being with the flow in 
one person, you will be able to recognize this same sensation in any other person when 
your hand is moving with his flowing channel Qi.  

Step three: going with the flow 
Once you have learned to recognize the sensation of channel Qi that is going with 

the flow, practice letting your hand be carried along by this sensation. Forget about the 
sensations that occur when your hand moves against the flow. That was just a training 
device. 

When you let your hand move at the same speed and direction as the energy that 
is traveling with the flow, your hand is following the channel Qi.  

By following the flow of current with your hand and comparing that flow with the 
healthy, normal paths you learned in school or in this book, you will be able to tell if the 
person’s channel Qi is flowing correctly or if it is flowing sideways, out of the channel’s 
normal path, or even into another channel or into a divergent channel. You will be able to 
tell when a channel is running backwards, also called running Rebelliously, which is to 
say, flowing in the opposite direction of the way the channel Qi flows in a healthy person.  

 
Practicing passivity 

Let your hand feel that it is being pulled along by the energy that is moving with 
the flow. Or you might think of this as matching the movement of your hand with the 
movement of the energy that you can feel. Letting your hand be pulled along by your 
patient’s channel Qi is even more effortless and possibly more accurate.  

If your ability to be a passive observer is good, you might even feel gentle pleasure, 
like the sweet in-the-moment feeling of drifting in a canoe, as your hand is carried along 
by the channel Qi under your hand. If you are tense, following the channel Qi will be 
more difficult.  
 
Practice, practice, practice 

Practice feeling channel Qi upstream and downstream, on several channels, on 
several healthy people. Then, practice letting your hand be carried along by the channel 
Qi flow on as many people as you can. The more you do this, the more you will feel 
comfortable with the idea that your hand can move with the flow. 

Once you know how it feels when you’re going with the flow, let your hand float 
along above the channel Qi anywhere on a patient’s body. As you compare the direction 
of your hand’s movement with what you know to be the correct pathways of channel Qi, 
you will be able to recognize when your hand is moving in a wrong direction: when the 
channel Qi is flowing aberrantly. 
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Assessment 
For example, if your hand is resting over a patient’s Ren channel, and you feel 

your hand being carried up to Ren-12 (on the torso) and then being carried sideways 
(laterally) over to the Liver channel, you can be certain that something is amiss in the Ren 
channel: something is blocking the flow at Ren-12.  

Or, if you are resting your hand over the patient’s Du channel and your hand is 
carried a short way up the spine and then propelled up into the air, away from the body, 
the patient has a problem, some sort of blockage on the Du channel at the location where 
your hand went up in the air.  

Again, no matter how you might describe the sensations of moving channel Qi, all 
that really matters is that you learn to 1) discern the direction in which the channel Qi is 
moving and 2) learn to let yourself be carried by the flow of that channel Qi.  

After you can feel and follow the direction in which channel Qi is flowing, you can 
compare that direction with the correct (the Primary) pathways. That comparison is your 
assessment, your diagnosis. 
 
More tips 

Don’t think about what you are trying to feel. As soon as you start getting too 
analytical about what you are doing you can’t be paying attention to your perceptions.  

Consider the feelings you have, the visceral responses, when you listen to music: if 
you are busy thinking about what you are feeling, or describing to yourself how you feel when 
you listen to musician Jimi Hendrix, you will be missing the Jimi Hendrix Experience. 
Feeling channel Qi isn’t thinking about sensations: it’s having a direct experience of energy. 

Of course, after you do feel your patient’s channel Qi, you might then have to think 
about what you felt. For example, if Qi was running the wrong way, or going sideways, or 
becoming undetectable or stopping in midflow, you will want to ask yourself, “Why?” 

Later chapters will help you answer Why. 
After you’ve felt the channel Qi, you will need to think about what the sensations 

might mean in terms of diagnosis and treatment. But while doing the actual feeling of 
channel Qi don’t be thinking about what the channel Qi is supposed to be doing. 

When first trying to ascertain where the channel Qi is going, just do your best. 
Until you feel confident, you can start off by tracking the paths of the channels found on the 
channel maps. If you notice that the channel Qi is not following in a correct path, it’s OK 
to follow it to wherever it leads you.  

When in-class students are learning to follow the flow of channel Qi, I like to be 
the first one to feel the flow of the practice volunteers. I often choose a volunteer model 
whose channel Qi is obviously stuck, flowing sideways, or flowing backwards.  

For example, on a given day I might choose for the class model a student on 
whom I’ve noticed the Stomach channel Qi flowing backwards on the leg.  

I don’t tell the students which way it’s going, but I ask the students to follow the 
model’s Stomach channel Qi on that leg, follow its flow wherever it goes. I try to make it 
clear that we are going to feel what’s happening with the model whether or not the 
model’s Stomach channel runs according to the books.  

Invariably, there are a few students who have previously demonstrated that they 
can feel channel Qi but who nevertheless, when given this assignment, run their hand over 
the ideal path of the Stomach channel, completely ignoring the sensations emitted by the 
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model. When I ask the student to stop and say, “Are letting your hand be guided by the 
sensations of the channel Qi?” the student will usually reply in the affirmative.  

I gently reply, “No. This patient’s channel Qi is running backwards. Maybe you 
are following your mental map of the Stomach channel, because that’s where you hand is 
going. If you let your hand be carried along like a weightless leaf, riding on the current of 
channel Qi that you are feeling, instead of assuming which way the channel Qi should flow, 
you will notice that your hand is carried backwards up the channel.”  

The student might then ask, “So what am I supposed to do?”  
I encourage the student, “Now that you can feel the flow of channel Qi, don’t 

follow the books anymore; follow the individual’s channel Qi no matter where it goes and 
after you have felt it, compare what you felt with what’s in the books.” 

I’m sharing the above teaching vignette to encourage you. If you can’t feel 
channel Qi right away, please know you will not be the first person who needs to spend 
hours practicing feeling before you eventually get it. We aren’t taught to pay attention to 
this type of awareness in grade school, although it might be easier to learn this attunement 
at an earlier age.  

But even if you have a hard time at first understanding what you are doing and 
feeling, please keep at it. When you lose all sense of what it is you’re supposed to be feeling 
for, go back to the earliest exercise: let your hand go both ways, just above your practice 
partner’s channel Qi on the leg or arm.  

Notice that it feels different when you go one direction compared to how it feels 
when you go the opposite way. Just relax and do this over and over. If your practice 
partner has healthy flow of channel Qi, then the way it feels when you go in the same 
direction as the flow of channel Qi is the feeling of moving with the channel Qi.  

Next, imagine your hand isn’t being propelled by you along the course of the 
channel. Instead, imagine that your passive hand is following or even being carried along 
by that feeling given off by channel Qi flowing downstream. Let your hand float along on 
that feeling.  

Finally, practice, practice, practice. This skill is like playing an instrument. At first, 
you might feel awkward and mechanical with no sense of the flow. The more you practice, 
the more effortless it will become. 

For homework, I ask students in my class to rope in a practice partner and 
experiment with feeling channel Qi for at least fifteen minutes each week.  

During one semester, one of my students practiced feeling channel Qi on his 
girlfriend for at least half an hour every night of the semester. At every class session, he 
shared his growing amazement regarding his new and rapidly improving ability. As weeks 
went by, his perceptions kept improving. His excitement bordered on giddiness.  

By the end of the semester, his accuracy, speed, and confidence in tracking 
channel Qi was far beyond that of anyone else in the class or in any of the previous classes 
I’d taught. Then again, by the end of the semester, he had to admit that his girlfriend was 
getting rather bored with the whole thing.  

 
With practice, practice, practice, you will come to know that you are tracking 

channel Qi.  
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Chapter three 
 
 

Feeling different types of channel Qi 
After you learn to follow fairly well the route of channel Qi in one or two 

channels, you can do this next set of exercises. These exercises will teach you how to 
differentiate between the sensations given off by each of the different channels.  

Three channels travel from the toes up to the mid-torso: Liver, Spleen, and 
Kidney. Please consult the channel maps at the back of the book. 

The Liver channel starts on the lateral side of the big toe, (the lateral side is the side 
next to the second toe), and travels up the top of the foot. At Liv-3 (find it on the map, it’s 
just up from the toe) the Liver channel Qi flows strongly and you can most easily isolate the 
sensation it gives off. For this chapter’s exercise, you will want to start at Liv-3. 

The Spleen channel starts on the side of the foot, on the medial (inner, closer to 
the other foot) side of the big toe and travels up the side of the foot. The Spleen channel is 
more noticeable (gives off a stronger signal) on the side of the ball of the foot at Sp-3 than 
at the channel’s beginning, at Sp-1. For the exercise in this chapter, to maximize your 
ability to isolate the sensations given off by Spleen channel Qi, you will start at Sp-3.  

The Kidney channel starts at Ki-1, on the bottom of the foot. This channel travels 
under the foot and then rises onto the medial side of the foot as it approaches the inner 
ankle. The Kidney channel then travels between the inner ankle and the Achilles tendon. 
For this exercise, you can most easily isolate the sensation given off by the Kidney channel 
if you start either at Ki-2, on the side of the foot or at Ki-6, between the inner ankle and 
the sole of the foot.  

Please note, the official Chinese numbering of the Kidney channel points on the 
foot does not follow the actual path of the channel. Please use the map at the back of this 
book. You will see that the actual flow of channel Qi goes from Ki-1, to -2, to -6, to -5, to -
4, to -3, and from there to Sp-6 and then to Ki-7. You will be able to prove this to yourself 
as you feel the flow of the Kidney channel Qi. 

In this exercise, start by holding your palm over Liv-3 and then following the 
sensation of Liver channel Qi up to the ankle.  

Next, hold your palm over Sp-3 and then follow the sensation of Spleen channel 
Qi up to the ankle.  

Finally, hold your palm over Ki-1 and then follow the sensation of Kidney 
channel Qi up to the ankle.  

You might have already noticed the point of this exercise: the sensations given off 
by the three channels feel very, very different from each other. Repeat the above three 
channel trackings several times.  

Try to put into words the differences that you feel when comparing the sensations 
given off by the Liver, Spleen, and Kidney channels.  
An important aside 

I usually save this chapter’s exercises for the last class of the semester. Students 
who, fifteen weeks earlier, had assured me they would never be able to feel channel Qi 
often squeal with delight as they realize that they can tell a difference between each of the 
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three Leg Yin (foot-to-torso) channels. It suddenly hits them: “I’m doing it!” Even if they 
secretly doubted that they had been feeling anything, when they feel the difference between 
three types of channel Qi, they have to admit they can feel channel Qi.  

Even though I usually do this exercise in the last week of the semester, I have 
placed this exercise closer to the beginning of this book because important theory 
principles need to be here, at the beginning. For example, the significance of having the 
correct type of channel Qi in a given channel is going to come up in the next chapter. 

When you have felt the difference between the types of channel Qi, this bit of 
theory becomes easier to accept. 

However, you might find it easier to do the feeling channel Qi exercises in chapters 
twelve and fifteen before you attempt the exercises in this chapter. The reason the easier 
exercises are placed in chapters twelve and fifteen is because they logically follow the 
discussions in those chapters about the different neurological modes. 

The underlying Chinese medicine theories build sequentially over the course of 
this book. The relative ease of the exercises in feeling channel Qi is not related to this logic 
sequence. As a result, some of the more challenging exercises in feeling channel Qi are 
described before some of the easier ones. So, if you can’t detect the differences in the 
channels described in this chapter’s exercises, please do the exercises in chapters twelve 
and fifteen and then come back to do the exercises in this chapter.  

When I teach feeling channel Qi as a one semester, fifteen-week class, I don’t do 
this chapter’s exercises until the last week of the semester. I teach the chapter twelve 
exercises in the fifth week of class, and chapter fifteen exercises are taught in the tenth 
week. We practice feeling channel Qi every week for half of the two-hour class. The rest of 
the class time is spent on the theory, including diagnosis and treatment.  

Getting back to feeling the channels, you will recall that in chapter one’s exercises, 
your ability to notice that going with the channel feels different than going against the 
channel helped you start to recognize that you are feeling something, even if you don’t know 
what you’re feeling. In the same way, noticing that the three Leg Yin channels each feel 
different helps you prove to yourself that you are feeling channel Qi, even if you can’t 
describe exactly what you are feeling.  
 
Track the entire length of each of the three medial leg channels one at a time 

In this next step, you will follow the channel Qi sensations given off by just one of 
these three leg channels. Focus on the distinct sensation of the channel you are feeling. 
Ignore sensations given off by other channels. Continue following the sensations of the one 
channel you are tracking as it travels up the leg and all the way to the end of the channel, 
on the torso.  

It’s usually easiest to start by following the Liver channel.  
On the medial side of the leg, these three channels, Liver, Spleen, and Kidney, are 

flowing up towards the torso. They flow at different depths and, on the torso, they end up 
at different locations.  

If you stay focused on one channel at a time, following only the sensation that you 
started with down on the foot, you will be able prove to yourself that each of the three Leg 
Yin channels ends up at a very different place on the torso – just like it says in your books.  

The Liver channel ends up on the mammary line, just below the foot of the breast. 
Here, it dives deep into the chest and you cannot easily feel it again until it emerges just 
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before Lu-1 (Lung-1), under the clavicle, where the upward flowing (towards the head) 
channel curves over to the arm. It will no longer feel like Liver channel Qi at this point. It 
will feel like Lung channel Qi. 

The upward-flowing Spleen channel does not flow to the clavicle as you are taught. 
Around the level of the naval, it makes a graceful curve over to the side of the mid-torso at 
Sp-21 before flowing up into the center of the armpit and changing into Heart channel Qi.  

The Kidney channel goes very deep and wide at the groin, and you can barely feel 
it as it rises into the torso. If you do feel anything near the midline of the torso, along the 
acupoints named for the Kidney channel, what you are feeling is probably the Ren 
channel Qi. The Ren channel is several inches wide. Notice that the Ren channel doesn’t 
feel exactly the same as the Kidney channel Qi. The sensation given off by Ren channel Qi 
is richer, more complex. The torso acupoints that we call Kidney channel points are 
actually Ren channel points.  

Again, the Kidney channel is flowing very deep in the torso, flowing below the 
Kidney-named acupoints, acupoints that are actually on the Ren channel.  

Approaching Ki-24, the upward-flowing (towards the head) Kidney channel 
emerges a bit closer to the surface, so that you might be able to feel it where it curves over 
to the front of the armpit and changes into the Pericardium channel.  

As an aside, acupoints Ki-25, -26, and -27 do not have Kidney channel Qi running 
deeply beneath. These points are simply on the Ren channel.  

As you do this exercise, feeling each of the three channels one at a time, tracking 
the channel Qi moving up the medial side of the leg and up the torso to the end of the 
channel, stay keenly focused on the one type of channel Qi you are following.  
 
Three wide channels 

All three of the Leg Yin channels cover a very wide swath.  
You can think of the leg as broken into approximately same-size thirds: the back 

of the leg, the medial (inner) part of the leg, and the lateral (outer) part of the leg.  
The three Leg Yin channels each cover, at three different depths, the entire medial 

side of the leg. On the lower leg, the swaths extend from the tibial crest (the bony ridge 
down the front of the leg) to the posterio-medial side of the leg, covering about one third of 
the leg. On the upper leg, the channels also cover the medial side of the leg.  

 Although the channels are fairly wide, the signal given off by each one is usually 
strongest in a narrow line that travels through a side or the middle of the channel.  

The Liver channel flows closest to the surface: just under the skin. In the Liver 
channel, what you might call the line of strongest current (where you can best feel the 
channel Qi) is a bit closer to the front of the leg: closer to the tibial crest than to the back 
of the leg.  

The Spleen channel is close to the skin at Sp-6, on the ankle, but as it moves up 
the leg it flows more deeply inside. By the time you get halfway up the lower leg, the 
Spleen channel is three-eights to half an inch below the skin. In the Spleen channel, you 
will notice that the line with the strongest current is a bit closer to the middle of the medial 
leg than the Liver channel was: midway between the tibial crest and the back of the leg. 

The Kidney channel flows the deepest. After leaving Sp-6, where it flows close to 
the surface, it quickly dives deeply, and stays at the bone level or, if possible, an inch or 
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more under the skin. In the Kidney channel, the line of strongest current is closer to the 
back (posterior) part of the medial side of the leg.  

This three-layer positioning, closest to the skin, somewhat deeper, and deepest, is 
referred to in the classics, but is translated into English as “The Liver channel crosses over 
the Spleen.” This wording been misinterpreted, in both Chinese and English, as meaning 
something like “the skinny route of the Liver channel zigzags back and forth over the 
skinny Spleen channel, like shoelaces.” Both channels are wrongly presumed to be close to 
the skin. 

The correct meaning is “The Liver channel flows over the Spleen channel,” 
meaning that the Liver channel flows closer to the skin, closer to the surface, than the 
Spleen channel. You can feel this with your hand.  

We also learn in the Five Element Correspondences that “Liver is associated with 
tendons” (closer to the surface). “Spleen is associated with muscles” (deeper). “Kidney is 
associated with bone” (the deepest yet.) This is just another metaphorical way to describe 
the depth relationship of these three channels and coincides with the idea that the health of 
the three tissues named here (tendons, muscles, and bones) also has a relationship with 
each of these three types of channel Qi.  
 
Distinctly different 

As you have now noticed or soon will notice by doing the exercises in this chapter, 
the sensations given off by the various channels each feel different. To quote a few 
students, the Liver channel Qi, for example, feels “bright,” “rapid,” “high energy.”  

The sensations one feels while detecting the channel Qi of the Spleen have been 
described as stodgy, slower, and less lively, in comparison to the Liver channel. The 
channel Qi in the Kidney channel has been described by students as deep, slowly 
throbbing, and heavy, in comparison with the words they used to describe Liver channel 
Qi, words like tingly and effervescent.  

The twelve types of Channel Qi are surprisingly easy to differentiate, once a 
person becomes accustomed to detecting the flow of channel Qi.6  

 
Specific types of channel Qi for specific physiological functions 

Only one type of channel Qi should be flowing in any given Primary channel. 
This means that, for example, Liver channel Qi should flow in the Liver channel and 
should not flow in, say, the Spleen channel.   

                                                        
6 As an aside, I have asked several Silicon Valley electrical engineers and researchers what 

might cause the clearly different sensations given off by the various channels. They have been 
uniformly curious, but have had no idea other than, “There must be different electrical influences 
on each of those currents…”  

They’ve had no idea how one might measure or figure out what causes the feel-able 
differences in the currents and/or how to track the currents, at least not by using currently available 
tools.  

But even if machines cannot yet detect these differences, you can prove to yourself that 
twelve types of channel Qi exist and that the differences between them can be felt by hand. The 
subject of machine-based, objective metrics for assessing channel Qi is addressed more completely 
in chapter seven. 
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Why not? 
The various organs and cells have differing requirements, in terms of their 

electromagnetic energy needs. The signals given off by one type of channel Qi will best 
regulate certain organ and cellular functions: organs and functions that, in Chinese 
medicine, are associated with that type of channel Qi.  

For example, the healthy functioning of the liver organ requires the 
electromagnetic signals that are given off by Liver channel-type Qi. The liver organ also 
needs the Liver channel Qi to flow in its correct pathway: the Primary route of the Liver 
channel.  

Six pairs of channel Qi 
In school, we are taught about channel Qi as if it is some one-size-fits-all type of 

energy. This is not true, as you have now felt for yourself.  The currents that make up the 
channel Qi consist of twelve distinct types of currents, one for each of the Primary 
currents.  

These twelve currents are traditionally teamed up into six sets of Element pairs. 
There are six pairs of Elements, not the five pairs that most of us were taught in school.  

 
Introduction to the Five Elements   

The Dark Ages proponents of the medical Five Phases theory (now more often 
translated as Five Elements theory) decided to put the sixth pair, the Pericardium’s and 
Triple Burner’s channel Qi, into the same Fire Element as Heart and Small Intestine in 
order to squeeze all six pairs into the Taoist theory of Five.7  

                                                        
7 My understanding, based on decades of study, is that this school of Taoism derived its 

Five Phases (usually translated as Five Elements) theories from the far more ancient Vedic (from 
ancient India) theory of the Five Phases (sometimes translated as Five Elements): the five phases of 
wave behaviors that lead to the illusion of matter.  

The Vedic Five Phases refers to waves of: 1) Universal Consciousness; 2) gravity; 3) light; 
4) subtle electromagnetism: waves associated with the electrons in gases and liquids and 5) denser 
electromagnetism: waves associated with the electrons in solids.  

These Five Phases are also known by the names 1) Sound (or Sound of God’s voice), 2) 
Movement (as in magnetic attraction and repulsion) 3) Fire (associated with light), 4) Water 
(electromagnetic waves associated with electrons in gases and liquids) and 5) Earth (electromagnetic 
waves associated electrons in solids).  

If you are a fan of chakra theory, you’ll have noticed that these five names are also 
associated, top to bottom, with the five chakras in the torso portion of the spine (the other two 
chakras are in the neck and head).  

Please note, Sound waves are waves generated by Universal consciousness. This is not the 
same as electromagnetic brain waves, nor are they like the crude sound waves that we perceive via 
hearing. In some writing, these waves are describe as being the thoughts or voice of God.  

During the Dark Ages, as comprehension of invisible waves of energy became lost, the 
concepts behind the Vedic Five Phases seem to have been transmuted, in China, into the Taoist 
Five Phases (which we now often call Five Elements): five aspects of matter, not waves. Despite the 
error accumulations of centuries that led, at one point, to everything Taoist – all matter and all 
biological processes – being crammed into groupings of fives, there are six pairs of the twelve 
different types of channel Qi. Don’t take my word for it. Learn to feel the flow of channel Qi and 
prove this, very easily, to yourself.  
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More details on the Elements will come in later chapters. For now, just know that 
the Five classic Chinese Elements are Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal, and Water. As for the 
sixth Element, I refer to it as Ether. I’ll explain why I gave it that name in a later chapter. 

Why am I introducing the Element pairs here instead of just referring to each 
channel by name? Because many traditional Pattern diagnoses use the Element name 
rather than the channel name. For example, in the next two chapters, you’ll learn that we 
say “Wood Attacking Earth” instead of saying “Liver channel Qi Attacking the Spleen or 
Stomach channel.” 

For now, don’t worry too much about what it means for the channels to be paired 
and labeled with Element names.  

Not only are the twelve Primary channels organized into pairs, so are the organs. 
Each pair of organs is also represented by one of the Element names. 8 

For example, Liver and Gallbladder channels are a pair. This is in part because 
the channel Qi of the Gallbladder channel transitions directly into channel Qi of the Liver 
channel, and feels very similar. The organs of the liver and gallbladder also work closely 
together: the liver produces bile, which is stored in the gallbladder. The Liver and 
Gallbladder, their channels and organs, are referred to as belonging to the Wood Element.  

 
Sensory function 

Each of the five sensory functions (sight, smell, taste, hearing, and touch) is also 
affiliated with a specific Element. Vision is associated with the Wood Element. This means 
Liver channel-type Qi and, to some extent, Gallbladder channel-type Qi is associated with 
vision.  

The type of channel Qi that flows in the Liver channel also flows in the brain, via 
the head portion of the Du channel, and is associated with transmission of optical signals. 

In the brain, the different types of channel Qi are considered to perform different 
functions. For example, the type, or you might say the “shape” or “behavior” of the 
electrical currents that transmit optical signals inside the brain is considered to be similar to 
Liver-type channel Qi. The electrical currents in the brain that transmit signals from the 
taste buds to the brain are considered to be similar to Earth-type channel Qi. 9  

                                                        
As an aside, the organs associated with the sixth Element are the connective tissue, also 

known as the fascia (the Triple Burner), tissues of which makes up more than 60% of the body, and 
the pericardium (the connective tissue around the heart). The sensory function associated with the 
sixth Element is perception of electromagnetic, lightwave, and other even more subtle wave signals: 
the sixth sense. 

 
8 Stomach and Spleen organs and channel Qi are called Earth. Lung and Large Intestine 

channel Qi are called Metal. Urinary Bladder and Kidney are Water. Gallbladder and Liver are 
Wood. Heart and Small Intestine are Fire. Pericardium and Triple Burner are also referred to as 
Fire in the classic Chinese system so as to maintain the Taoist law of Fives, but as mentioned above, 
the pair merits its own distinct sixth Element, one that I’ve named Ether. 

 
9 When a person has damage in a body part that normally conveys sensory information to 

the brain, the channel Qi of some other channel might make use of the brain cells (neurons) that 
are not receiving stimulation. This might lead to an out-of-the-ordinary sensory capability. For 
example, people with deafness from damage to the ears often develop extremely keen visual memory 
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The sixth sense, associated with the Element that I’ve named Ether and introduced 
in a previous footnote, is associated with the Pericardium and Triple Burner (connective 
tissue), their channels and organs. The physiological role of these organs is the 
transmission of channel Qi. The sense function associated with them is the sixth sense, 
sometimes called extra-sensory perception. This sixth sense is the ability to perceive and 
interpret electromagnetic signals and other types of wave information. 

 
Health and correct channel behavior 

In order for a person to be healthy, each of his twelve types of channel Qi needs to 
flow in the channels of the same name: Liver channel Qi should flow in the path of the 
Liver channel and in no other Primary channel.  

If, for some reason, a person’s Liver channel Qi gets misdirected into the path of 
the Spleen channel, neither the liver nor the spleen organs will function very well.  

When a channel has the wrong type of channel Qi flowing in it, due to a blockage 
set in motion by an external or internal influence (heat, cold, pathogens, injury, high 
humidity, wind, fear, negative attitudes, etc.), the organs and cells normally supported by 
that channel will not be well served. 

Case studies in the next two chapters will give examples of what happens when 
one type of channel Qi ends up into another type’s channel.  

  
Channel Qi conversion from one type to another 

The twelve Primary channels are not twelve independent and separated bits of 
currents. The twelve Primary channels are made up of one continuous, looping circuit of a 
mighty river of current.  

The first channel in the circuit is traditionally the Lung channel. It flows from the 
collarbone down to the fingers. When the Lung channel current turns around and travels 
back up the arm and goes to the forehead, we call it channel #2, the Large Intestine 
channel. When the current next travels from the forehead down to the toes, we call it 
channel #3, the Stomach channel. But it’s all one river, one continuous flow of channel 
Qi. At the very end of the river, the end of channel #12, the Liver channel, the current 
flows into channel #1, the Lung channel, and the river starts all over again. 

If it’s all one long looping river, how can each pair of channels carry a specific 
type of channel Qi, can manifest a specific type of electrical behavior?  

The electrons in electric currents don’t actually run in perfectly straight lines at 
some pre-set tempo. Many factors determine the actual behavior of the electrons in any 
given section of a current.  

We can think of the twelve difference types of channel Qi as being twelve different 
segments of a Big River of electrical current. One segment of current can run in a different 
manner than another segment of the same Big River.  

                                                        
for spacial relationships in the part of the brain that normally processes hearing information. In a 
case like this, channel Qi related to vision (Liver-type) might be flowing into the un-used area of the 
brain normally allocated to hearing and serviced with hearing-related (Kidney-type) channel Qi.  

People whose eyes or optic nerves are not working often develop a heightened sense of 
touch and of hearing. It’s as if the channel Qi for touch (Heart) and hearing (Kidney) is influencing 
the un-used neurons that are usually used for vision.  
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Just as one segment of the Nile River can have a distinctive behavior such as 
rapids or waterfalls while another segment has a wide, slow-flowing area of calm water, the 
great looping river of Primary channel Qi has distinctive types of current flowing in each 
of the twelve Primary channels.  

Each segment of the river of channel Qi (i.e. the Lung segment, the Liver segment) 
has a distinct electrical signature. Each channel flows with its own style, or type, of channel 
Qi. 

Each type of channel Qi becomes altered into the next type of channel Qi in the 
Primary channel sequence at one of the two alteration locations on the body.   
 
Where do the alterations occur? 

The two channel Qi alteration locations are 1) the pericardium (the connective 
tissue around the heart) and 2) the point between the eyebrows, known to acupuncturists 
as Yin Tang. 10 

When channel Qi travels up the arm and arrives at Yin Tang, on the forehead, 
the type of current becomes altered into the next type of current in the river.  

For example, when an up-the-arm current such as the Large Intestine channel Qi 
flows from the fingers up to the shoulder and neck and finally arrives at Yin Tang, the 
channel Qi then converts into the next flow variation: the electrical behavior characteristic 
of Stomach channel Qi.  

This Stomach-type channel Qi travels from Yin Tang down to the toes and 
changes only slightly, becoming its Element-paired Spleen channel Qi. As such, it travels 

                                                        
10 Yin Tang is on the Du (spine and brain) channel at the point between the eyebrows. Yin 

Tang has long been regarded as one of the most important acupoints on the body. Yin Tang also 
carries much spiritual significance. So it was removed from the body altogether by the atheist 
Chinese government. Because this point is one of the more commonly used acupoints, it was 
restored into existence but, officially, it no longer touched any channels. It was officially demoted to 
an “extra point,” just sort of floating around by itself, and no longer a part of the Du channel, 
which flows right through it.  

In the early years of the twenty-first century, an international conference reversed this 
demotion. In a bit of a tweak at the Chinese political interference in matters medical, Yin Tang was 
officially restored to the Du channel in all countries except China in 2002. However, since only us 
goofy academics are even aware of this decision, Yin Tang is still usually taught in the U.S. as being 
a stand-alone point, floating around on the forehead: a mere “extra” point. In truth, it is located on 
the Du channel; for your board exams, it is still just an extra point. 

Today, even though the point named Yin Tang is once again legally located on a channel, 
it has no channel-based name-and-number description like all the other channel-related points 
have. We still just call it Yin Tang. Yin Tang means, among other definitions, “meeting place of the 
Yin,” and/or “meeting place of the channels.” Other Chinese names for this point include Kai 
Tian Yan (the eye that opens to heaven) and San Yan (third eye). 

In China, Yin Tang, the meeting point, doesn’t legally even touch any of the other channels. 
All the Arm Yang channels simply cease to flow about an inch or two away from Yin Tang. All the 
Leg Yang channels begin an inch or so away from Yin Tang, arising out of nowhere.  

Reassuringly, in the rest of the world, it is now safe to say, correctly, that the channel Qi in 
all three Arm Yang channels arrives at Yin Tang and converts into one of the three different types 
of Leg channel Qi. These three different types of leg channel Qi emerge from Yin Tang and flow 
down to the toes.   
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back up the legs and torso to the level of the pericardium’s electromagnetic influence: 
around the 6th to 4th rib.  

In response to signals from the pericardium, the channel Qi transitions into the 
next variation, the Heart-type channel Qi, which flows over to the arm and into the path 
of the Heart channel.  

Again, all of the currents that flow up the arm transition into the next type of 
channel Qi in the sequence when they get to Yin Tang. 

All of the currents that travel up the leg transition into the next type of channel Qi 
in the sequence as they approach the pericardium. 11  

For example, as the Liver channel current passes near the pericardium, it begins 
flowing in the manner of Lung channel Qi.  

If you study the actual routes of the Primary channels in the channel maps at the 
back of this book, you will see that all three leg Yin channels start to veer laterally (over to 
the side) when they approach or flow nearby the sixth to fourth rib – approaching the level 
of the physical location of the pericardium. After veering laterally and continuing to travel 
up the torso, these three channels all end up on the arms. In the upper part of the torso, 
Liver channel Qi transitions into Lung channel Qi, Spleen into Heart, and Kidney into 
Pericardium.  

As for the Arm Yang (hand-to-head) channels, all their conversions occur on the 
forehead, at acupoint Yin Tang: Large Intestine channel Qi begins behaving like Stomach 
channel Qi, Small Intestine like Urinary bladder, Triple Burner like Gallbladder. 12  

                                                        
11 “The heart’s electromagnetic field is by far the most powerful produced by the body; it’s 

approximately five thousand times greater in strength than the field produced by the brain, for 
example. The heart’s field not only permeates every cell in the body but also radiates outside of us; 
it can be measured up to eight to ten feet away with sensitive detectors called magnetometers.” 
Childre and Martin; The Heartmath solution; HarperSanFrancisco; 1999; p. 33. 

Although in the above quote the authors refer to the heart as the producer of the 
electromagnetic field, recent discoveries regarding the electrical properties of connective tissue 
make it far more likely that the pericardium, the connective tissue around the heart, together with the 
electrical systems that drive the actual heart beat, work together to make up what we call the heart’s 
strong electromagnetic field.     

        
12 As an aside, you’ll notice that these transitions have nothing to do with the Dark Ages 

Circle of the Five Elements.  
In the words of one of my students, the Five Elements wheel is a system that is based on 

rationalizing (making specious excuses for) a very few medical observations rather than actually 
being rational (supporting repeatable, independently confirmable observations and helping make 
predictions that advance medical theory).  

Historically, medicine has very often been constrained to fit with the religious trappings of 
its culture. The religious dogma of this era of dark-ages Taoism required adherence to the law of 
Five. The medicine of the day had to comply.  

As westerners, we don’t necessarily feel medical allegiance to western dark-ages beliefs such 
the medical “humours,” spontaneous generation, the seven levels of hell or buying a loved one’s 
way out of purgatory. 

However, Chinese tradition holds very strongly to the idea that ideas of the past must be 
respectfully honored. Ironically, when the Chinese government in the second half of the twentieth 
century decided to spurn some of its medical past, denouncing it as historical superstition, the part 
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The Du and Ren channels 
The Du and Ren channels run up the midlines of the back and front, respectively, 

of the torso. The sensations of these currents are more complex and rich than those of the 
other channels. Their currents supply channel Qi to any Primary channels that are 
deficient. As the Du and Ren currents feed into the Primary currents on an as-needed 
basis, the branching-off current behaves appropriately for whichever type of Primary 
channel is being fed: i.e., Ren channel Qi flowing into the Lung channel flows like Lung 
channel Qi, etc.  

Along the Ren channel, the locations from which back-up support can flow to the 
Primary channels are called Alarm points. In situations where the flow of a Primary 
channel has become deficient due to a blockage or a shift in neurological mode, back-up 
channel Qi can flow into the deficient channel from the corresponding Alarm point.  

For the Du channel, any back-up that’s needed for the three primary channels 
that issue forth from Yin Tang is distributed from Yin Tang. 

Feeling the Ren and Du channel Qi  
To wrap up this chapter, follow the channel Qi of the Ren and Du channels with 

your hand.  
Both of these channels flow from the anus to the mouth, but you don’t need to 

actually start feeling them at the anus. Instead, start to feel for the Ren channel Qi at 
around the level of the pubic bone or a bit higher (closer to the head).  

The Ren channel runs up to the chin.  
If your practice partner is sick, emotionally stressed, or has had a C-section, the 

Ren channel might be difficult to feel, or might dive deep inside partway up the torso.  
 
The Du channel runs up the back and neck. Start to feel for the Du channel Qi at 

around the level of the sacrum or lumbar vertebrae. 
A feel-able branch of the Du channel flows over the top of the head and down the 

front of the face to the upper lip. 
Please use the maps of these channels provided in Appendix VI, p. 301.  
Notice how rich and complex the channel Qi of the Ren and Du feels compared 

to the simpler sensations of the single channels that you followed on the legs.   
 
Practice as much as you can, on as many people as you can. Have fun with it! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
it chose to deny was channel theory, which is very real and relates to modern biophysics. The part 
that they decided to keep is the Taoist-based Five Elements Circle. The circle concept is charming, 
but its value in medicine grows increasingly dubious.  
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Chapter twelve 
 
 

Feeling divergent channel Qi 

A sympathetic mode scenario: a rough day at the beach 

Laying on the beach 
While your practice partner is standing up, do a preparatory check on your 

practice partner’s Du channel. If the Du seems to not be flowing, or is moving back and 
forth, or stops at the base of the neck, practice on some else: someone whose Du channel is 
running correctly. 

Feel the UB channel Qi on the back of his legs, paying close attention to the 
channel Qi flow at the back of the knee. Notice if any channel Qi is flowing sideways into 
the Kidney channel from the back of the knee. If there is, practice on someone else. 

Next, have your practice partner lay down on his back, looking at the ceiling. 
Help him move closer to parasympathetic mode: ask him to imagine that he is resting on a 
sunny beach; the warm air is gently caressing his toes. All is safe and good in the world.  

When he says he is relaxed and feeling the warm air, run your hand over his 
Stomach channel on his left side. The sympathetic Stomach channel shift does occur on 
both sides, but is sometimes easier to feel on the left side. Let his channel Qi guide your 
hand. 

If he has no leg or torso injuries or scars that bisect the Stomach channel, you 
should be able to feel his/her Stomach channel Qi flowing in the pathway shown in the 
back of this book: the actual path of the Stomach channel.  

Notice that the channel does actually move medially for a bit, below the 7th rib, 
before it moves laterally over to the side of the leg. Also note the amount of channel Qi 
flowing to his second and third toes and the amount flowing to the side of his foot at Sp-3.  

Next, ask your practice-partner to notice how his feet feel as he imagines the warm, 
sunny, beach air moving over his toes. Have him notice how much energy there is, if any, 
in the ball of his foot, in the vicinity of Sp-3.  

You want to make sure that his Stomach channel is running in parasympathetic 
mode all the way from the face down to the toes before you start doing this exercise.  

If your practice partner has blocked or backwards running channel Qi in his 
Stomach channel, please do this exercise with someone else, someone whose Stomach 
channel Qi is running in the Primary pathway.  

 
Danger! 

Next, ask your practice-partner to imagine the following: a few feet farther down 
the beach, an adorable, wide-eyed toddler, the imaginary god-daughter of your practice 
partner, is playing with a sand bucket. And horribly, a cruel-eyed hoodlum has just 
emerged from the shrubberies, carrying a baseball bat. He is slinking towards the toddler! 
He clearly intends to smash the young child in the head!  
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The practice partner must rescue the sweet child! While still lying quietly on the 
table, he must imagine himself jumping up and pounding full speed across the sand in an 
attempt to rescue the child. The sand is deep and hard to run in.  

Have him imagine he’s running and then overpowering the creep. It has to be a 
struggle. Don’t get to a happy ending – the whole point is to be in an emergency. 
 
Stomach channel exam 

As your practice partner imagines this scenario, feel what happens to his Stomach 
channel Qi. (If your practice partner says he cannot do visualization or is not able to 
imagine things, he is probably stuck on pause to some degree. Work with a different 
partner.) 

Very soon, maybe almost instantaneously, you will not be able to feel any 
Stomach channel Qi past St-14, or possibly St-15 or St-16. It will seem as if the Stomach 
channel Qi has disappeared. But feel lower down on his torso. You will be able to feel 
Stomach channel Qi flowing into his legs via Ren 12.  

Even farther down, at his toe tips, you can feel that the flow of channel Qi in his 
toes has diminished or disappeared.  

The energy will have increased in the Luo branch running from St-42 to Sp-3.  
 
UB channel  

Next, check the UB channel at the knee and foot while your practice partner 
continues to imagine wrestling with the creep. Your partner can remain lying down: you 
can gently bend your partner’s legs at the knees and lift his leg to feel under the knees and 
detect what the currents are doing there. 

You might be able to feel the UB channel rushing into the Kidney channel either 
at UB-63 on the foot or more likely at UB-40 at the back of the knee.  

Don’t worry about checking the Du channel on the back. On the back, the power 
in the Du diminishes only slightly while in sympathetic mode, and of course you can’t feel 
what’s going on inside the head.  

 
Finishing up 

After you’ve assessed his channel Qi flow, ask your practice partner how his legs 
and feet feel. Ask him if they feel different, as he imagined himself running towards the 
toddler.  

You aren’t done yet. Tell your practice partner out loud that it was only pretend. 
The presumed fiend is actually a perfectly nice guy, heading down the beach to play ball 
with his friends.  

Next, give your practice partner a moment to once again enjoy himself, lounging 
on the sand, amused at having had such a curious daydream. Let the idea of warmth 
return to his toes. See how long it takes for his channel Qi flow to be restored to the 
Primary routes. 

As an aside, if you really don’t like using the idea of a violent attack on a child, 
you can have your partner imagine the toddler being swept out to sea and needing to be 
rescued. However, this situation is far less dangerous to the rescuer and if your practice 
partner is a good swimmer, this scenario might appear to his mind as purely noble and not 
dangerous.  
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Bear in mind that your partner needs to imagine a potentially violent and 
dangerous situation in order to create the response you are looking for: an elevated 
sympathetic mode response. 

If you don’t like “saving the toddler,” make up something of your own – 
something that is dangerous and requires a burst of action, including running.  

 
I teach this exercise in school. Many of the practice partners have reported that, 

during the rescue-the-toddler phase, they feel an increase of energy on the balls of their 
feet at Sp-3 and sometimes on the bottom of the foot at Ki-1.  

They have variously described it as throbbing, or surging, or warmth. Whatever 
they call it, it is an increase in the channel Qi that flows directly to the balls of the feet, 
near Sp-3 and/or the soles at Ki-1 and a decrease in awareness of the toes.  

Rates of change in channel Qi and physiology 
Did you observe how very quickly the channel Qi altered in its paths?  
As you work with patients, bear in mind that, in general, Channel Qi can shift faster 

than body chemistry can change. For example, when we are awakened in the night by a 
loud crashing sound, we might jerk up into a sitting up position while our heart starts 
pounding. Our channel Qi has shunted into sympathetic mode. The physical body is on 
red-alert, pumping adrenaline. 

As soon as we realize it is just the raccoons getting into the garbage again, we 
relax. At this point, the channel Qi resumes its parasympathetic flow pattern.  

However, neutralization of the adrenaline might take ten minutes, during which 
time the heart rate and air exchange rate will remain elevated. But the body’s channel Qi 
system has probably already returned to Primary routes, or even Sleep mode routing.    

In other words, the channel Qi system is a much faster and more accurate 
indicator than heart rate or other physiological behavior as to whether or not a person is 
in sympathetic or parasympathetic mode at any given moment. A person’s channel Qi can 
flip from one mode to another in less than a second – as quickly as a thought.  

An important clinical corollary is that aberrant channel Qi might appear to have 
become quickly corrected as a result of clinical manipulations such as acupuncture. 
However, it is also very possible that these corrections will revert back to their pathological 
patterns soon after the treatment ends, if you haven’t fixed the underlying cause. 

If the underlying cause(s), including incorrect or negative thoughts, have not been 
corrected, the channel Qi will, sooner or later, revert to its pain- or problem-causing, non-
parasympathetic flow patterns.  

Sympathetic mode case study 
Case study #7 The “painful point” and medical Qi Gong 

 
Female, age 43. She’d had a mild ankle injury a few days earlier. She happened to 

mention that for one week, she’d had a lack of appetite and “not feeling right: mildly 
agitated all the time.” Her athlete’s pulses were healthy: slow, steady, deep and strong, as 
always. Her tongue looked healthy. 

An otherwise very healthy patient, with a good marriage, a beautiful child, and a 
gratifying job, she was puzzled by these symptoms. She wondered if they might be coming 
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from the recent re-surfacing in her life of “an old boyfriend, from a decade ago, who 
always brings bad luck to everyone, especially himself.” Even though she’d quickly told 
him to move along, and was not planning to ever meet up with him again, she’d been 
feeling funny ever since he’d called her, one week ago. She was still uneasy about having 
seen him again.  

A quick assessment of her channel Qi showed that her Stomach channel was not 
flowing past St-14. I explained to her the healthy path of the Stomach channel: staying just 
under the skin while traveling along the mammary line, over the breast and then the ribs. 

As an aside, the channel Qi is very easy to detect in this area, so you might be able 
to hold your hand two, or even three, inches away from the skin. Because of our culture’s 
puerile hyperawareness of breasts and nipples, I recommend that, in this part of the body, 
keep your hand as far away as you can while still being close enough to feel the channel 
Qi.  

 
I asked her to get her Stomach channel energy up out of her heart and let it flow 

over her breast again, keeping the energy just under the skin and under the nipple, along 
the mammary line. As soon as she did this, she felt more relaxed. I asked her to keep that 
energy pattern going for several minutes. She felt her stomach begin to move, and she 
suddenly felt hungry.  

Patients often experience this sudden re-appearance of healthy hunger 
immediately following a correction of Stomach or Large Intestine channel Qi flow. 

I didn’t need to insert any needles for her Stomach channel diversion. It was a 
problem in which the Stomach channel Qi had merely gotten stuck. Now it was flowing 
correctly again. 

I didn’t need to spend any more time working on the flow of her Stomach 
channel. Instead, I was able to do Yin Tui Na (supportive holding) for her ankle injury. 
After several bone displacements shifted into their correct positions, I needled in the area 
of the injury – the injury for which she’d originally made the appointment.  

I told her to keep tabs on the energy in her Stomach channel. If she caught herself 
indulging in thoughts that caused the energy in that channel to go inwards, instead of 
staying just under the skin and moving over the breast, she just needed to mentally restore 
the channel to its correct place.  

She reported back to me, a week later, there had been no return of the poor 
appetite or the agitation. She was enjoying checking in with the energy flow over her 
chest. It was always running just right, and she felt good knowing that it was.  

In this case study, I have included seemingly extraneous details about the patient’s 
emotional life, because, in her case, the fear or stress that was forcing her Stomach 
channel Qi to diverge into sympathetic mode was evidently due to a fleeting, purely 
emotion-based channel Qi shift that had gotten stuck in the sympathetic position.  

There was no physical channel Qi blockage. There was only a mental/emotional 
force that had altered the course of the channel Qi and was continuing to do so. The 
treatment reflected this. She did not need acupuncture needles to correct the Stomach 
channel. Having a patient correct a channel error by himself is far superior to doing it with 
needles. When the patient does the work, the patient’s mind is far less likely to revert back 
to the problem behavior. Also, it empowers the patient.  
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Again, she only needed to be mentally guided in getting unstuck. This type of 
treatment, in which a patient is shown how to re-direct his own channel Qi, is called 
medical Qi Gong, and is regarded by many as the highest, most truly helpful form of 
practicing medicine.  
 

Many, many times I have seen Stomach channel Qi stuck in the sympathetic 
divergent pattern – flowing deep into the chest from approximately St-14. 

In these cases, you might feel that the Stomach channel is palpable in the face and 
down to around St-14 or St-15, and then poof: it disappears. It cannot be felt by hand as it 
drops deep down into the region of the heart.  

Instead of automatically needling the Stomach channel at St-16 or St-18 to try to 
pull Stomach channel Qi back to the surface, and thus redirect the channel Qi, I usually 
just tell the patient what is going on, and ask him to mentally bring that energy back up to 
the surface, to the skin level, and let it course down the breast, along the mammary line. 
This usually works just fine, and lets the patient take some responsibility for his health.13   

Application 

After detecting that a patient’s channel Qi is using a sympathetic channel flow 
pattern instead of the Primary path, you should then determine if a physical impediment 
such as injury or scarring or maybe a pathogen is causing the aberrant flow or if the 
patient’s mind is unnecessarily keeping channel Qi flow stuck in some sympathetic mode 
pattern.  

Either way, keep in mind this crucial principle: healing occurs most easily in 
parasympathetic mode.  

                                                        
13 A few years ago, a technique called EFT, or Emotional Freedom Technique, used for 

dealing with pain from habitual emotional stress, was very popular. One of the instructions for the 
EFT protocol was something along the lines of “think about the troublesome issue and massage the 
Painful Place on the chest.” A diagram showed the location of the Painful Place: the location we call 
St-14.  

In some people who feel upset about a particular issue, just thinking about the issue can 
cause a mild shift towards sympathetic mode: the Stomach channel might divert into the heart in 
the vicinity of St-14 whenever they think about the thing that causes them pain. If the Stomach channel stays 
in this position for more than a short while, the St-14 area can become slightly tender or even 
painful, when rubbed.  

The point of the EFT program was that one can train the body to stay in parasympathetic 
mode even while thinking of specific negative experiences. By physically keeping the Stomach 
channel in parasympathetic mode by rubbing the painful spot at St-14, -15, or -16 (encouraging it 
to flow in the correct pattern) while simultaneously dwelling on the negative experience, one can 
retrain the brain – shifting the memory of the experience out of the “Oh NO!” (sympathetic part) of 
the memory bank into the “Huh, well, well, well, that was interesting” (parasympathetic part) of the 
memory bank.  

When this brain shift occurs, a person can then think about the experience as a calm 
memory without becoming physically re-traumatized and plopping himself into the relative 
discomforts of sympathetic mode every time the memory is aroused.  
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If someone is stuck in sympathetic mode with regard to some physical injury or 
some emotional blockage, then the healing or processing of those problems might not 
occur, at least not at the normal pace. Also, variants of Pain will be able to develop.  

The body was never designed to be in a high level of sympathetic mode for more 
than about ten minutes at a time, and not more than a few times a day, at most. If a 
person has developed a holding pattern that is keeping him in a high degree of sympathetic 
mode in some part of his body, you can be certain that this holding pattern is contributing 
to some health problem, either now, or down the road.  

By helping reroute sympathetic mode channel divergences back to 
parasympathetic mode you might be doing your patient a profound service. You are 
helping alter something at the root level, rather than just treating a symptom – if the 
patient is able to maintain the restoration.  

Then again, if the channel Qi spontaneously reverts back to the sympathetic mode 
patterns even after you’ve got it to flow in parasympathetic during the treatment, then you 
can be certain that there is ongoing injury, scarring, fear, stress or Shen disturbance (a 
mental/emotional problem). In such a case, you will be able to provide only palliative, 
temporary-benefit treatments until such time as you discover and correctly treat the 
ongoing blockage and/or the patient removes himself from his ongoing source of 
vulnerability to fear or stress (which might be a workplace or household situation), or 
processes the mental/emotional blockage from the past, if any.  

Of course, even if our treatments are only palliative, we should still do them: they 
reduce pain. This is compassionate. This is part of our job.  

We need to be aware of what we can and cannot fix. As the Nei Jing makes 
abundantly clear, we cannot permanently resolve a patient’s Pain so long as that patient is 
emotionally susceptible to ongoing stress or is “not in tune with Spirit.”  

On the other hand, if a patient is genuinely in tune with Spirit, the circumstances 
of his life, no matter how dire, will not be able to sway him from attunement with joy and 
truth: qualities that keep the channel Qi running in the Primary paths.  
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Chapter fifteen 
 
 

Feeling backwards channel Qi 
The Stomach channel might be the easiest of the channels to check if you suspect 

that some part of a patient had become stuck in pause mode, the fourth neurologic mode: 
the mode used during near-death shock or coma. The Du is also easy to feel, but if your 
patient is already lying down when you start you’ll have to ask the patient to sit up or 
stand while you check the Du channel.  

If I suspect some portion of a patient’s channel Qi is flowing in pause mode, 
before he even lies down for his pulse diagnosis, I will usually feel his Du channel before he 
gets on the treatment table, while he is still standing.  

Practice feeling pause mode channel Qi patterns 
To learn how to feel the sensations given off when channel Qi goes backwards or 

vibrates back and forth, first feel the healthy Du channel in your practice partner while he 
is standing up.  

Then have him lie down on the treatment table. Feel his healthy Stomach and 
Ren channels.  

If your practice partner has blocked Du channel Qi, or missing or backwards-
running Stomach channel Qi, please do this exercise with someone else, someone whose 
channels are running in parasympathetic mode. 

Next, perform the relaxing, preparatory steps in the “Laying on the Beach” exercise 
in chapter twelve, p.147. These are the paragraphs that precede the heading “Danger!”  

 
Deadly danger! 

After your practice partner is comfortably imagining that he is lying on the beach, 
feeling the warm air on his toes and noticing how he feels inside from his toes to his smile, 
tell him, “You are lying on the beach enjoying yourself, feeling the warm air on your toes, 
when suddenly, a wild, ravenous tiger dashes out at you from behind the shrubbery. He 
sinks his teeth into your left shoulder and chest. His teeth penetrate your shoulder and 
chest. He rips off your left arm.” 
 
The Stomach channel 

As your practice partner imagines this, feel the channel Qi flow in the leg portion 
of your partner’s Stomach channel. It might be hard for you to describe in words what the 
channel Qi is doing. Don’t worry about that. Just notice it.  

Depending on the verisimilitude of your partner’s imagination, the Stomach 
channel Qi might feel as if it has either stopped, is running backwards, or making tiny, 
rapid movements upstream and downstream, essentially standing still. In some people, the 
Stomach channel, though flowing backwards, might also be so interiorized as to become 
nearly impossible to feel. 
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If your partner successfully imagines his arm being ripped off and his body rapidly 
bleeding to death, the channel Qi will most likely be flowing backwards – from the feet 
towards the head. 

Next, feel the channel Qi in the torso portion of his Stomach channel. If the 
partner is deeply immersed in imagining this potentially mortal injury, the Qi will either 
be missing (gone deeply interior) or will be running backwards just under the skin. Either 
way, it might be detectable flowing from St-6, on the back of the jaw, up to St-8.  

 
The Du channel 

If the person can sit up and still sustain the illusion that his arm has been ripped 
off, have him do so, and feel the channel Qi flow in his Du channel.  

The Du channel will not be flowing higher than the base of the neck, in the 
vicinity of the 1st thoracic vertebra or the 7th or 6th cervical vertebrae. The Qi in the 
channel will seem to be standing still, or vibrating back and forth. Along the neck or head 
portions of the Du, you probably will not feel any channel Qi flow.  

Describe the path of the Du channel to your practice partner. Ask him to imagine 
energy flowing up his Du channel. Is it easier to imagine the energy flowing up into the 
neck and head or easier to imagine it stopping somewhere near the base of the neck? 
 
Explore 

Next, if your practice partner is still able to maintain the illusion, feel any other 
channels that strike your fancy. The Ren might be disappearing interiorly anywhere along 
the torso. Some of the other channels might be very difficult to feel: they too might have 
shunted very deeply interior.  

 While the tiger is still engaged in tearing off your practice partner’s arm, ask your 
partner if he is feeling sensations of pain inside his body or if he is observing these 
traumatic events from outside his body: looking at himself being injured, but feeling no 
actual pain. You might say to him, “Your body is on the couch, but from what perspective 
are you experiencing your body? Are you feeling the normal amount of sensation inside 
your body, or are you outside your body, looking at the trauma?” 

Of course, these are leading questions, so you might prefer to just ask your partner 
1) what he’s feeling and 2) from what perspective. 

You also might ask him how his somatic feelings are in his feet compared to how 
they felt just before the tiger appeared. You might also ask about awareness of or lack of 
sensation in other parts of his body, such as his shoulder and arm.  

 
Important! 

Be sure to finish this exercise by asking your practice partner to get rid of or alter 
the tiger imagery. He can tell himself that it was only a dream, or only pretend, or 
whatever he wants. Tell your partner out loud that there is no tiger. It was just a game.  

Affirm out loud that your partner’s arm is healthy and intact, and was never injured 
by a tiger. Have your patient also affirm this out loud.  

If your partner is sitting up, have him lie back down and relax, imagining that he 
is once again on a peaceful beach by the ocean, with warm toes enjoying the balmy air. 
Do this until you can feel that his Stomach channel has reverted back to normal, 
parasympathetic flow. This might take a minute or two, or the person might shift 
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temporarily into sympathetic mode for a few minutes while his body readjusts. If he is 
shivering, cover him with a blanket. If your partner cannot relax or get rid of the tiger 
attack images, please do the following exercise. 
Asking a friend 

Have your partner think of someone who loves him who can make him laugh, 
someone who he trusts – preferably someone who is no longer alive: a deceased 
grandparent, friend, or even a saint or sage to whom your partner feels close.  

He should silently invite that person to be there in the room with him. When your 
partner has established the presence of his invisible friend, your partner should silently ask 
the imagined friend, “Am I at risk of imminent death, death in the next few minutes?” or 
“…at risk of imminent death from the tiger attack?” 

Ask your partner to let you know what the friend says. The invisible friend will 
almost certainly reply no. When your partner says, “My friend says no,” then you have to 
ask your partner, “What do you think. Do you think you might be at risk of imminent 
death?” 

Let your partner know that, in this case, “imminent” death means death in the 
next two or three minutes.  

If your partner isn’t sure whether or not he’s a risk of imminent death, repeat 
these questions: first, have your partner ask his invisible friend. Next, you ask your partner. 
Take turns with asking the invisible friend and the partner, over and over, until your 
partner says with confidence and maybe laughter that no, he does not think he’s at risk of 
imminent death.  

Then ask your partner to take a deep, audible breath – an audible sigh of relief.  
After the sigh, have your partner wobble his head from side to side, high on the 

neck, left ear moving towards left shoulder, then right ear moving towards right shoulder. 
Have him do this head bobble at least ten times. This bobble move, high on the neck, just 
below the skull, is rather like self-massaging the back of the neck against the collar of one’s 
shirt. The actual purpose of the head bobble is to turn the vagus nerve back on by 
stimulating it where it emerges from the skull, at the back of the neck.  

After the head bobble, ask your partner to let a shimmy or a shake run down his 
spine, from the neck to the tailbone. This is a vigorous shimmy, like a dog shaking off 
water. Your partner should do this several times.  

After doing the above steps, your partner should feel relaxed, the Stomach and 
Du channel Qi should be running correctly, and pause will have been turned off.  

Check the channel Qi to be sure. If your partner is still stuck on pause, repeat the 
above steps starting at “Asking a friend.” 
 
More cause for pause 

In addition to pause from a life-threatening injury or trauma, from dissociation 
from an injury (pseudo pause), and self-induced pause, pause-type flow of channel Qi can 
also be triggered by self-induced dissociation with regard to some injury or trauma.  

This situation is similar to self-induced pause except that the command was only 
made with regard to a specific part of the body. “Don’t feel my knee pain” can lead to self-
induced dissociation from the knee, whereas “Don’t feel pain, period” can lead to body-
wide self-induced pause.  
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I mention all of these different ways to create the pause channel Qi pattern 
because each of these types of pause or pseudo-pause requires a different type of treatment 
to turn pause off.  

Information on diagnosing and treating the two types of dissociation can be found 
in Yin Tui Na.  

Information on diagnosing and treating the two types of pause can be found in 
Stuck on Pause. 
 
Channel Qi behaviors that come and go 

Some people who are using self-induced pause can have channel Qi behaviors that 
come and go depending on the mood of the moment. 

For example, I’ve had patients who usually were in self-induced pause, with 
problems of rigidity and/or weakness. The Stomach channel Qi usually ran backwards in 
their rigid legs.  

But…if I told one of these patients a joke or limerick, his Stomach channel might 
instantly run perfectly normally – so long as the patient was laughing. Soon after he stopped 
laughing, the channel Qi would revert to a paused pattern. I have seen this in many 
patients.  

Many of these people who were using self-induced pause might, while laughing, 
singing or doing highly specific activities that they had determined, years earlier, were 
“morally good” or “safe” activities, be able to temporarily forget about needing to feel no 
pain. During these moments, they might be able to move their rigid limbs almost normally 
and their other symptoms might ease up.  

This phenomenon, which only occurs with self-induced pause, is discussed in great 
detail in Stuck on Pause, and can be helpful in making that diagnosis.  
 
Come and go time frames 

When I say “pause-type channel Qi behaviors that come and go,” all time frames 
are possible. In cases of self-induced pause, pause-related channel Qi flow behaviors might 
be constant or they might appear only during times of particular stressors, and might last a 
few minutes, a few days, a few months, or years. Or a few seconds. 

I had one patient who had been officially diagnosed with idiopathic Parkinson’s 
(PD) disease who had fairly advanced symptoms of PD all day long, until he got home 
from work, had dinner, and sat down in his chair in front of the TV, where he felt 
perfectly safe. He would be symptom-free for the rest of the evening. He was surprised to 
learn that some people had Parkinson’s disease symptoms while they were home in the 
evening, relaxing.  

Utterly on-and-off symptoms in unmedicated people with PD is somewhat 
unusual in advanced cases of PD, but even in advanced cases, people with Parkinson’s 
usually have some symptoms that vary in intensity depending on their moment-to-moment 
thoughts and surroundings.  

In Chinese medicine, we say that a physical trauma such as injury or appendicitis 
produces “stabbing pain in a fixed location.” The term “fixed location” also includes 
referred pain, in which the pain radiates or feels localized somewhere else along the nerve. 
The Chinese medicine code name for this damage or pain is Blood Stagnation.  
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On the other hand, pain or symptoms that move around or come and go, 
especially if it appears or moves in response to mood or external events other than physical 
trauma, is referred to as Qi Stagnation, and is almost always related, ultimately, to 
psychological behaviors. The come-and-go pains and the channel Qi behaviors of self-
induced pause are caused by Qi Stagnation: a mind-driven channel Qi response. 

The subject of pause is vast. Although we do not study this subject in school, many 
of our patients are dealing with stuck channel Qi behaviors that resemble those of pause.  

Theories for treating a person who is stuck in shock-type behaviors abound, 
ranging from shaking therapy to counseling and visualizing. In many cases, these 
treatments do not actually help, especially in cases where the person feels that they have 
already intellectually and somatically processed the trauma but the body is still not 
working right.  

In these cases, very likely, the channel Qi is still stuck in a pause pattern, either 
body-wide or in specific parts of the body. As for self-induced pause, no amount of 
counseling, hypnosis, shaking therapy, or Chinese medicine treatment is going to touch it. 
Very specific, counter-intuitive brain changes must first take place, and the patient must 
do the work himself.  
 
You need a root-level diagnosis 

Again, not every situation with backwards flowing Stomach channel Qi and a 
blockage of the Du at the neck is created by dissociation, self-induced dissociation, pause, 
or self-induced pause.  

The backwards channel Qi that resembles that of pause can be set in motion by 
injuries, scar tissue, and pathogen-induced illness. I have seen Stomach channel Qi run 
backwards due to C-section scars. I have seen the Du behave like a reservoir in response to 
simple neck injuries. 

As a doctor, your most important job is getting a good diagnosis: figuring out the 
origin, the root cause, of your patient’s problems. Without a good diagnosis, you are just 
stabbing in the dark, hoping to stumble across an effective treatment. 
 
Ain’t no needle big enough 

Some conditions are not treatable with acupuncture or other modalities of Chinese 
medicine. If the pause-like channel Qi flow is coming from a decision to mentally avoid the 
injured area, the entire body, or pain in general, you will not get results from acupuncture 
or other physical treatments. Not until the patient turns off the suspended biological 
processes of dissociation or pause OR turns off the mental commands that set self-induced 
dissociation or self-induced pause in motion will these pathological channel Qi patterns be 
able to cease.  

The biological laws for turning off dissociation and pause involve specific physical 
behaviors and/or the thought-based stimulation of the part of the brain that determines 
whether or not a person is feeling safe. “Feeling safe” is not related to being safe based on 
logic or analysis. Feeling safe is related to a brain and pericardium resonance that creates a 
somatic feeling. If the mind is set against feeling, which includes the possibility of feeling safe, 
this resonance cannot be lastingly sustained with a treatment using acupuncture needles, 
moxa, or herbs.  
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If the problems are self-induced and coming from a mental decision or command, 
there is no needle big enough, no moxa hot enough, no herb strong enough to turn off the 
effects of that command. The patient must literally “change his mind.”  

As discussed earlier, sickness having its origin in one of the Seven Pernicious (ego-
based) emotions cannot be cured with physical treatments but must be cured by the 
patient working to change his attitudes.  

Similarly, for people with self-induced pause or self-induced dissociation the same 
holds true: mental instructions that lead to self-induced pathologies must be mentally 
terminated by actions on the part of the patient before any healing can occur.  
 

You will not be taught in your Chinese medicine school any time soon about the 
therapies for terminating dissociation, self-induced dissociation, pause, and self-induced 
pause. This subject is not included on your state board exams.  

Your board exams are mainly oriented towards theory from the classics and 
needle-safety issues, with questions like “How deeply can you needle acupoints located 
directly over the liver?”  

However, the true practice of medicine often involves dealing with mental, as well 
as physical issues, and might involve a lot of material that will not be taught in school. 

That’s what post-graduate continuing education is all about. 
 
Your job as a practitioner of Chinese medicine is to figure out what is at the root 

of any non- parasympathetic channel Qi behavior.  
Do a thorough intake. Then, feel the channels.  
If your patient’s symptoms are a match for being stuck in one of the three non-

parasympathetic modes, be on the look-out for the channel Qi behaviors that are 
characteristic of these modes. The next chapter explains how to use acupuncture to turn 
off many of the mode-based aberrations and other unhealthy channel Qi patterns.   
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Appendix VI 

Maps of the channels 
The channel maps in this appendix are provided to give a general idea of point 

locations and the main paths of the channels. For very exact, anatomical descriptions of the 
acupoint locations relative to the nearby bones, tendons, ligaments, and muscles please do 
a search on the Internet by typing in the name of the acupoint. Spell out the name of the 
channel and don’t use a hyphen. For example, search for Spleen 3, not Sp-3.  

An excellent but expensive book showing the acupoint locations is A Manual of 
Acupuncture, by Peter Deadman and Mazin Al-Khafaji, 1998.  

Bilateral symmetry  

Each of the twelve Primary channels has a left side channel and a right side 
channel. However, for an uncluttered look, the maps in this book show each channel on 
only one side of the body. 

Yin and Yang 

For purposes of artistic variation, the Yang channels are shown on male models; 
the Yin channels are shown on female models. But all humans, male and female, have all 
twelve channels. 

Acupoint nomenclature 

In modern times, for English speakers, the acupoints have been assigned names 
based on the channel they sit in, and their sequence on that channel.  

The spelling of the acupoint name uses an abbreviation of the channel name, and 
the number is represented in numeral form. However, the point names are always 
pronounced by saying the whole name of the channel, followed by the number. For example, 
the first point on the lung channel is written as “Lu-1,” but pronounced “Lung one,” not 
“L”-“U”-“one.”  

 
This appendix has maps of Traditional channels, as they are taught in China and 

in most acupuncture schools, side by side with maps of the actual paths of channel Qi 
flow.  
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Channel nomenclature 

The twelve Primary channels, their abbreviations, and their Chinese names are, in 
order:  

 
Channel name            abbreviation    Chinese name 
1. Lung     LU                arm Tai Yin  
2. Large Intestine   LI             arm Yang Ming 
3. Stomach    ST             leg Yang Ming  
4. Spleen    SP             leg Tai Yin 
5. Heart     HT             arm Shao Yin 
6. Small Intestine   SI             arm Tai Yang  
7. Urinary Bladder    UB             leg Tai Yang 
8. Kidney    KI             leg Shao Yin 
9. Pericardium    P             arm Jue Yin  
10. Triple Burner   TB             arm Shao Yang 
11. Gallbladder      GB             leg Shao Yang 
12. Liver    Liv             leg Jue Yin 
 
And the two main “driver” channels: the Ren and Du 
Ren     Ren             extraordinary Yin 
Du     Du             extraordinary Yang 

The Traditional channel maps 

In this book, the Traditional Channel maps of the twelve Primary channels and 
the Du and Ren channels include all the acupoints that are traditionally (in modern times) 
considered to be located on the skin-portion of these channels. On these maps, lines 
linking the points are shown in their Traditional presentation, showing the presumed 
routes of the channels.  

The Traditional channels, as described in most of the current literature, tend to be 
portrayed as point-to-point connections from a channel’s first point to its last point. For 
example, the Lung channel runs from Lu-1 to Lu-11 (Lu-11 being the last point on the 
Lung channel).  

 
All of the locations of the acupoints mentioned in this text can be found on both 

actual and traditional channel maps.  

Actual channel maps 

Maps of the actual channel pathways show the paths of channel Qi that can easily 
be felt, by hand, when a person is predominantly in parasympathetic mode.  

Several of these paths are very different from the traditional channels.  
 
The boundaries of the channels 

The maps, if taken literally, suggest that the channels have hard edges: specific, 
unchanging boundaries. In fact, the channels abut, and even bleed into, each other. There 
is no inch of skin that is not traversed by channel Qi.  
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Traditional Lung Channel 

 
 

 
 

Actual Lung Channel 
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Traditional Large Intestine Channel 

 
 

Actual Large Intestine Channel 
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Traditional Stomach Channel 
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Actual Stomach Channel 
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Traditional Spleen Channel 
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Actual Spleen Channel 
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Traditional Heart Channel 

 
 
 

Actual Heart Channel 
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Traditional Small Intestine Channel 

 
 

Actual Small Intestine Channel 
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Traditional Urinary Bladder Channel 
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Actual Urinary Bladder Channel 
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Traditional Kidney Channel 
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Actual Kidney Channel 
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Traditional Pericardium Channel 

 
 
 
 
 

Actual Pericardium Channel 
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Traditional Triple Burner Channel 

 
 

Actual Triple Burner Channel 
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Traditional Gallbladder Channel 
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Actual Gallbladder Channel 
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Traditional Liver Channel 
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Actual Liver Channel 
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Traditional Ren Channel 
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Actual Ren Channel 
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Traditional Du Channel 

 
 
Traditionally, the main branch goes to the vertex then “winds its way to the 

forehead.” The assumption is sometimes made that this translates to “The channel then 
flows over the top of the head from Du-20 to Du-21, to Du-22, and so on, to the end of the 
Du channel. See the written material and drawings on pages 153. 
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Actual Du Channel and over-the-head branch 

 


